
Executive Meeting Minutes 7.10.2017 

Attendees:  Kathy, Michelle, Brittany, Melissa 

2017 Mantra:  TRANSPARANCY 

This meeting is an effort to review all the current events and activities of our chapter by getting some 
updates from those of the EXEC committee who are involved with the various activities.  Also to make 
sure we are poised for the future as there will be some changes for 2018. 

 

1. Minutes – Committee Minutes policy 

Kathy has again requested that all committees (EXEC, CAMP/CAMP ADMIN, FUNDRAISING, 
MEMBERSHIP, ALUMNI) record minutes and publish them for all meetings.  This will help bridge gaps 
with communication, help track action items, provide traceable deadlines and facilitate accountability. 
Kathy requests a motion to make this a formal requirement that publishable minutes are recorded and 
reported to the secretary within 48 hours of meeting end.  These minutes will then be posted to the 
website by the communications chair.  Michelle made the motion, Melissa seconded it.  Motion passed. 

 

2. Events Calendar 

CONCERTS: 

Brandon working on timing of the camp concert with consideration to check in, visitors, barriers, and 
making a good experience for all.  Seattle and Portland concerts are public concerts.  These are an 
alumni committee responsibility.  Melissa coordinating Seattle (as delegated to her by Carrie).  Carrie 
coordinating Portland.  These events fulfill her committee goal of ONE alumni event a year!   

• Friends concert Tuesday, July 25th in Seattle.   
• Concert in Portland Friday, July 28th.   
• Concert Sunday night at camp July 30th. 

CAMP: 

• Oregon Florida College Camp July 30th- August 4th 

VOLUNTEER SUMMIT:  

Brittany is the event coordinator and  will need to submit a report on these expenses and tracking all the 
data.  Brittany needs to know all the data.   

• Chapter - Michelle and Melissa going.  Melissa has paid her way, to this point.  Chapter has paid 
Michelle’s flight.  Brittany will forward info to Samuel Ward for reimbursements.  Dani is no 
longer going.  There remains one position to attend or Melissa can be reimbursed.   
 

• Camp – Brittany was originally notified Carrie, Janell, Brandon, and Matt all going no 
reimbursement needed.  Clarification – Brandon for sure. Matt not sure. Janell not going.  Carrie 



driving from Georgia.  Camp participants needs to be verified by Brandon.  Brittany needs all the 
data to complete the paperwork. 
 

As far as our calendar goes THB wants our events reported to them and on the calendar as they want to 
publish/promote our chapter events (all chapters).  Kathy would like to see these events on our website.  
Is “owning the calendar and making sure it is published and reported”  in someone’s job description?  K.   
Melissa is willing to take this task in the secretary job description(s) and will ask Dani to update the job 
description to reflect this change in responsibility.   

3. Tax Reporting 

99% done!!!!!!!  Only numbers missing are volunteer hours from Brandon and Matt.  Michelle should 
give them a deadline.  There is a bit of rough justice on some numbers (due to lack of good reporting 
tools and other issues).  We need to show a loss if we have one even though it is not pleasant.  Process 
improvement is in place as Kathy and Michelle have been communication with Brandon and Janell.  
Many thanks to Michelle for her efforts.   No good excuse for the difficulties in collecting data.  Kathy 
has developed an event form to be used for ALL events (except camp) to collect data including volunteer 
hours.  Kathy needs to add volunteer hours tracking to this event form.  Even if $ is not spent, we need 
the hours and the form must be submitted to the treasurer.  Deadline for reporting 10 days.  Camp will 
have its own reporting form that Kathy and Michelle are developing as their financial data is more 
intense. Deadline for camp reporting and submission of the form is 30 days from the end of camp.  
Camp ADMIN team is aware of the reporting needs for tax purposes.  Michelle will edit the camp 
reporting form with Kathy to get a final draft.  Deadline of July 20th.     

Clarification:  As far as the IRS goes and the collection of our data- there is NO separation between 
camp, chapter and committees.  The funds are reported collectively.  It has become exceedingly 
important to have transparency in all things “GREATER NORTHWEST”! 

4. Treasurer report 

Fundraising $5,011.87 

Chapter $410.00 

Camp $17,022.61 

The camp account brings to mind a number of questions with Kathy (things that came up during 
data collection).   Michelle has offered help  regarding petty cash issues, check registers, etc.  Camp 
needs a better financial plan.  Michelle has offered assistance.  Kathy will talk to Brandon. 

 

Any conduit (account such as SQUARE or PAYPAL) for funds to or from any of our  accounts needs to be 
approved by the executive committee. The committee will weigh the options and respond to any 
request in a timely fashion.  Brittany made the motion.  Kathy seconded it. Motion passed. This 
provision allows the Treasurer to be aware of all bank activity (transparency). 



We now have a SQUARE account and a PayPal account associated with our banking- both put in place 
prior to the above motion.  Square was approved by EXECS in this meeting.  Kathy will ask about 
Brandon’s approval for the PayPal.   

5. Committees 

Membership -  Deb Buchanon (Greater Indiana) – manages membership for THB and is our contact as 
we verify our new members. She was at camp last week, so limited communication recently.  The 
current system does not allow Deb to know what region/chapter members select upon registration so 
there are some significant barriers.  She is watching the registrations for “our” states, and then reports 
to Michelle.  THB is moving to a new system which will hopefully make tracking our members easier.  
Michelle will email Deb our list of counselors- those who we expect to have become members.  Michelle 
will work with Adam make sure we get dues and we are confident that the funds will be transferred to 
us at a future date (this fall at the latest).  We don’t need them at the moment, but we will in the future.  
How many verified members do we have? 4 currently.  3 lifetime and Michelle.  (Brittany is a member as 
of last week.  Kathy registered in Jan/Feb.)  Officers and chairpersons must be members. Michelle will be 
verifying all roles to see if their membership dues are paid up for 2017. Policy – all officers and chairs 
must join by the end of January of their year election and post annual meeting is the perfect time to 
Michelle to help facilitate this process for those members. 

6. Camp – (per Melissa)  
• Melissa gave an update on the camp happenings: Bible class material done.  Shirts done.  

Activities, Dani and Regan following up and reassigning as necessary. Communication is 
minimal (poor?).  Financials are concerning. No ongoing camper count being given to keep 
counselors recruiting.  Camp is down 2 female counselors.  10 counselors less than last year 
(which sounds like a good thing for finances).  Societies will be sent to campers this week.    
Things are getting done! 

• It was noted that if communication has not been good and that a planning timeline would 
likely help keep things on task and communication flowing. 

• Kathy suggested a 2017 camp DEBRIEF (with one or more EXEC officers present).  There are 
several topics to discuss with data reporting/financial being #1 and working together to 
provide a “planning timeline” for all things camp (to aide in communication).  This “debrief” 
could be very helpful with the major personnel transitions that have taken place the past 
two years and those that may be coming.   An annual debrief would also be helpful to deal 
with unresolved issues (not that we are aware of any).  Michelle and Kathy have requested 
to talk to Brandon about financials in a face to face meeting.   

• Camp finances?  Concern.  Michelle has been concerned for a couple of months (after a 
ACTIVE issue in which recurring payments stopped being processed and no one was aware 
of it).    Kathy – becoming increasingly aware of the potential finance problems, sees the 
previous treasurer role split (instead of having the chapter treasurer handle all finances we 
divided the job into two roles) as an issue.  This split was made with the intention of it being 
a temporary (a one year split and then bringing camp and chapter treasurer roles back as 
ONE).  Financial communication is falling through the cracks as no one is able to look at the 
big picture (access to all the tools).  We need to find a solution without taking jobs/roles 
away.  The increased need for transparency and financial reporting does not appear to 



support a split role.  Camp financial dysfunction could be a result of breakdown in 
communication. Kathy is greatly concern about this. 

• Carrie (camp registrar) is moving.   Kathy’s question is: who is registrar for 2018?  Camp will 
need a local individual to complete all the local tasks necessary to get the campers 
registered and get all thing organized prior to “check in”! 
 

7. Fundraising -    No extra funds this year for a camp bailout like last year.   Limited fundraising this 
year as that committee has shrunk and less folks are actively involved in the pursuit of 
fundraising.  Camp coffee and shop a kid to camp will need tracking form provided so they can 
get it turned in to the treasurer.   Seniors headed to FC have scholarship application in hand.  
 
 

8. Communication/Marketing – The CAMP Facebook page to change to a “GROUP” after camp by 
using the camp video as a conduit for this transition.  This will improve our ability to use it for 
connecting to campers, alumni and families.  This should improve our visibility on social media 
as groups feed more effectively.  THB wants us to use “Florida College” (spell it out not 
abbreviate).   Michelle and Dani working on the social media for camp.   
 

9. Alumni – Friends Concerts this summer are being organized by this committee.  Need new 
alumni chair if Carrie is moving.  
 
 

10. Questions and concerns.  
• With Carrie moving we need a new alumni chair and camp admin will need to select a new 

registrar. 
• Need new President in December.    
• Brittany proposed a meeting of the EXEC team with Brandon AT camp.  A possible time for this 

meeting is during the movie on Wednesday evening pending Kathy’s availability.  
• Brandon had inquired about Tim and Brittany’s increased involvement at camp and Kathy has 

also inquired about this hoping to see them take on more leadership  in the future (it will be 
good to clarify what Brandon’s thoughts are on this).  

• Jeff Carr has communicated with Michelle about increasing his involvement in the 
chapter/camp.  Kathy asked if he was told to communicate with her and was willing to chat with 
him about the possibilities! 

 


